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utilize a canvas covering sufficient to 
contain the transported waste, prevent 
damage to containers, and prevent fiber 
release. Transport of large quantities of 
asbestos waste is commonly conducted 
in a 20-cubic-yard “roll o ff ’ box, which 
should also be covered. Vehicles that 
use compactors to reduce waste volume 
should not be used because these will 
cause the waste containers to rupture. 
Vacuum trucks used to transport waste 
slurry must be inspected to ensure that 
water is not leaking from the truck.

Disposal involves the isolation of 
asbestos waste material in order to 
prevent fiber release to air or water. 
Landfilling is recommended as an 
environmentally sound isolation method 
because asbestos fibers are virtually 
immobile in soil. Other disposal 
techniques such as incineration or 
chemical treatment are not feasible due 
to the unique properties of asbestos.
EPA has established asbestos disposal 
requirements for active and inactive 
disposal sites under NESHAPs (40 CFR 
Part 61, Subpart M) and specifies 
general requirements for solid waste 
disposal under RCRA (40 CFR Part 257). 
Advance EPA notification of the 
intended disposal site is required by 
NESHAPs.

Selecting a disposal facility. An 
acceptable disposal facility for asbestos 
wastes must adhere to EPA’s 
requirements of no visible emissions to 
the air during disposal, or minimizing 
emissions by covering the waste within 
24 hours. The minimum required cover is 
6 inches of nonasbestos material, 
normally soil, or a dust-suppressing 
chemical. In addition to these federal 
requirements, many state or local 
government agencies require more 
stringent handling procedures. These 
agencies usually supply a list of 
“approved” or licensed asbestos 
disposal sites upon request. Solid waste 
control agencies are listed in local 
telephone directories under state, 
county, or city headings. A list of state 
solid waste agencies may be obtained 
by calling the RCRA hotline: 1-800-424- 
9346 (382-3000 in Washington, DC).
Some landfill owners or operators place 
special requirements on asbestos waste, 
such as placing all bagged waste into 55- 
gallon metal drums. Therefore, asbestos 
removal contractors should contact the 
intended landfill before arriving with the 
waste.

Receiving asbestos waste. A landfill 
approved for receipt of asbestos waste 
should require notification by the waste 
hauler that the load contains asbestos. 
The landfill operator should inspect the 
loads to verify that asbestos waste is

properly contained in leak-tight 
containers and labeled appropriately.
The appropriate EPA Regional Asbestos 
NESHAPs Contact should be notified if 
the landfill operator believes that the 
asbestos waste is in a condition that 
may cause significant fiber release 
during disposal. In situations when the 
wastes are not properly containerized, 
the landfill operator should thoroughly 
soak the asbestos with a water spray 
prior to unloading, rinse out the truck, 
and immediately cover the wastes with 
nonasbestos material prior to 
compacting the waste in the landfill.

W aste deposition and covering. 
Recognizing the health dangers 
associated with asbestos exposure, the 
following procedures are recommended 
to augment current federal requirements:

• Designate a separate area for 
asbestos waste disposal. Provide a 
record for future landowners that 
asbestos waste has been buried there 
and that it would be hazardous to 
attempt to excavate that area. (Future 
regulations may require property deeds 
to identify the location of any asbestos 
wastes and warn against excavation.)

• Prepare a separate trench to receive 
asbestos wastes. The size of the trench 
will depend upon the quantity and 
frequency of asbestos waste delivered 
to the disposal site. The trenching 
technique allows application of soil 
cover without disturbing the asbestos 
waste containers. The trench should be 
ramped to allow the transport vehicle to 
back into it, and the trench should be as 
narrow as possible to reduce the amount 
of cover required. If possible, the trench 
should be aligned perpendicular to 
prevailing winds.

• Place the asbestos waste containers 
into the trench carefully to avoid 
breaking them. Be particularly careful 
with plastic bags because when they 
break under pressure asbestos particles 
can be emitted.

• Completely cover the containerized 
waste within 24 hours with a minimum 
of 6 inches of nonasbestos material. 
Improperly containerized waste is a 
violation of the NESHAPs and EPA 
should be notified.

However, if improperly containerized 
waste is received at the disposal site, it 
should be covered immediately after 
unloading. Only after the wastes, 
including properly containerized wastes, 
are completely covered, can the wastes 
be compacted or other heavy equipment 
run over it. During compacting, avoid 
exposing wastes to the air or tracking 
asbestos material away from the trench.

• For final closure of an area 
containing asbestos waste, cover with at

least an additional 30 inches of 
compacted nonasbestos material to 
provide a 36-inch final cover. To control 
erosion of the final cover, it should be 
properly graded and vegetated. In areas 
of the United States where excessive 
soil erosion may occur or the frost line 
exceeds 3 feet, additional final cover is 
recommended. In desert areas where 
vegetation would be difficult to 
maintain, 3-6 inches of well graded 
crushed rock is recommended for 
placement on top of the final cover.

Controlling public access. Under the 
current NESHAPs regulation, EPA does 
not require that a landfill used for 
asbestos disposal use warning signs or 
fencing if it meets the requirement to 
cover asbestos wastes. However, under 
RCRA, EPA requires that access be 
controlled to prevent exposure of the 
public to potential health and safety 
hazards at the disposal site. Therefore, 
for liability protection of operators of 
landfills that handle asbestos, fencing 
and warning signs are recommended to 
control public access when natural 
barriers do not exist. Access to a landfill 
should be limited to one or two 
entrances with gates that can be locked 
when left unattended. Fencing should be 
installed around the perimeter of the 
disposal site in a manner adequate to 
deter access by the general public. 
Chain-link fencing, 6-ft high and topped 
with a barbed wire guard, should be 
used. More specific fencing 
requirements may be specified by local 
regulations. Warning signs should be 
displayed at all entrances and at 
intervals of 330 feet or less along the 
property line of the landfill or perimeter 
of the sections where asbestos waste is 
deposited. The sign should read as 
follows:

ASBESTOS WASTE DISPOSAL SITE

BREATHING ASBESTOS DUST MAY 
CAUSE LUNG DISEASE AND CANCER

Recordkeeping. For protection from 
liability, and considering possible future 
requirements for notification on disposal 
site deeds, a landfill owner should 
maintain documentation of the specific 
location and quantity of the buried 
asbestos wastes. In addition, the 
estimated depth of the waste below the 
surface should be recorded whenever a 
landfill section is closed. As mentioned 
previously, such information should be 
recorded in the land deed or other 
record along with a notice warning 
against excavation of the area.
[FR Doc. 87-24938 Filed 10-29-87; 8:45 am]
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY

[OPTS-62055; FRL-3269-8J

Asbestos-Containing Materials in 
Schools; EPA Approved Courses 
Under the Asbestos Hazard 
Emergency Response Act (AHERA)

a g e n c y : Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). 
a c t io n : Notice.

SUMMARY: In section 206(c)(3) of Title II, 
the Administrator, in consultation with 
affected organizations, was directed to 
publish (and revise as necessary) a list 
of asbestos courses and tests in effect 
before the date of enactmenf of this title 
which qualify for equivalency treatment 
for interim accreditation purposes and a 
list of asbestos courses and tests which 
the Administrator determines are 
consistent with the Model Plan and 
which will qualify a contractor for 
accreditation. This Federal Register 
notice includes the initial list of course 
approvals. In addition, the list includes 
State accreditation programs that EPA 
has approved as meeting the 
requirements of the Model Plan.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Edward A. Klein, Director, TSCA 
Assistance Office (TS-799), Office of 
Toxic Substances, Environmental 
Protection Agency, Rm. E-543, 401 M St., 
SW., Washington, DC 20460, Telephone: 
(202) 554-1404.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Section 
206 of Title II of the Toxic Substances 
Control Act (TSCA), 15 U.S.C. 2646, 
required EPA to develop by April 20,
1987 a Model Contractor Accreditation 
Plan. The Plan was issued on April 20, 
and was published in the Federal 
Register of April 30,1987, as Appendix C 
to Subpart E, 40 CFR Part 763.

To conduct asbestos-related work in 
schools, persons must receive 
accreditation in order to inspect school 
buildings for asbestos, develop 
management plans, and design or 
conduct response actions. Such persons 
can be accredited by States, which are 
required to adopt contractor 
accreditation plans at least as stringent 
as the EPA Model Plan, or by completing 
an EPA-approved training course and 
passing an examination for such course. 
The EPA Model Contractor 
Accreditation Plan establishes those 
areas of knowledge of asbestos 
inspection, management plan 
development, and response action 
technology that persons seeking 
accreditation must demonstrate and 
States must include in their 
accreditation programs.

Elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register EPA is promulgating a final 
"Asbestos-Containing Materials In 
Schools” rule (40 CFR Part 763, Subpart 
E) which requires all local education 
agencies (LEAs) to identify asbestos- 
containing materials (ACM) in their 
school buildings and take appropriate 
actions to control the release of 
asbestos fibers. The LEAs are also 
required to describe their activities in 
management plans, which must be made 
available to the public and submitted to 
State governors. Under Title II, LEAs are 
required to use specially-trained persons 
to conduct inspections for asbestos, 
develop the management plans, and 
design or conduct major actions to 
control asbestos.

The length of initial training courses 
for accreditation under the Model Plan 
varies by discipline. Briefly, inspectors 
must take a 3-day training course: 
management planners must take the 
inspection course plus an additional 2 
days devoted to management planning; 
and abatement project designers are 
required to have at least 3 days of 
training. In addition, asbestos 
abatement contractors and supervisors 
must take a 4-day training course and 
asbestos abatement workers are 
required to take a 3-day training course. 
For all disciplines, persons seeking 
accreditation must also pass an 
examination and participate in annual 
re-training courses. A complete 
description of accreditation 
requirements can be found in the Model 
Accreditation Plan at 40 CFR Part 763, 
Subpart E, Appendix C.I.l.A. through E.

In section 206(c)(3) of Title II, the 
Administrator, in consultation with 
affected organizations, was directed to 
publish (and revise as necessary) a list 
of asbestos courses and tests in effect 
before the date of enactment of this title 
which qualify for equivalency treatment 
for interim accreditation purposes and a 
list of asbestos courses and tests which 
the Administrator determines are 
consistent with the Model Plan and 
which will qualify a contractor for 
accreditation. This Federal Register 
notice includes the initial list of course 
approvals. In addition, the list includes 
State accreditation programs that EPA 
has approved as meeting the 
requirements of the Model Plan.

Three types of EPA approvals are 
included in this Federal Register notice. 
Unit I discusses EPA approval of State 
accreditation programs. Unit II covers 
EPA approval of training courses. Unit 
III discusses EPA aporoval of training 
courses for interim accreditation. Lastly, 
Unit IV provides the list of State 
accreditation programs and training 
courses approved by EPA as of October

1987. Subsequent Federal Register 
notices will add other State programs 
and training courses to this initial list.

I. EPA Approval of State Accreditation 
Programs

As discussed in the Model Plan, EPA 
will approve State accreditation 
programs that the Agency determines 
are at least as stringent as the Model 
Plan. In addition, the Agency is able to 
apprové individual disciplines within a 
State's accreditation program. For 
example, a State that currently only has 
an accreditation requirement for 
inspectors can receive EPA approval for 
that discipline immediately rather than 
waiting to develop accreditation 
requirements for all disciplines in the 
Model Plan before seeking EPA 
approval.

As listed in Unit IV, New Jersey has 
received EPA approval for two 
accreditation disciplines. Any training 
courses in these two disciplines 
approved by New Jersey are EPA- 
approved courses for purposes of 
accreditation. These training courses are 
EPA-approved courses for purposes of 
TSCA Title II in New Jersey and in all 
States without an EPA-approved 
accreditation program for that 
discipline. For a current list of courses 
approved by New Jersey, interested 
parties should contact the State agency 
listed under Unit IV. EPA plans to 
include the training courses approved by 
New Jersey in the next Federal Register 
notice listing EPA-approved courses.

Thé State of Kansas currently has a 
training program for asbestos abatement 
contractors and supervisors that does 
not meet all of the Model Plan’s 
requirements for this discipline. 
However, the Kansas program’s training 
course requirements do meet the 
requirements for EPA approval of 
training courses for interim 
accreditation (see Unit III). As a result, 
persons who have met the training and 
exam requirements of the Kansas 
abatement contractor and supervisor 
program are accredited as listed under 
Unit IV on an interim basis. The Kansas 
contractor and supervisor accreditation 
program still must be upgraded within 
the time period specified in TSCA Title 
II to be at least as stringent as the Model 
Plan.

II. EPA Approval of Training Courses
Training courses approved by EPA are 

listed under Unit IV. The examinations 
for these approved courses under Unit 
IV have also been approved by EPA.
EPA has three categories of course 
approval: full, contingent, and approved 
for interim accreditation. Courses
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approved for interim accreditation will 
be discussed in Unit III.

Full approval means EPA has 
reviewed and found acceptable the 
course’s written submission seeking 
EPA approval and has conducted an on
site audit and determined that the 
training course meets or exceeds the 
Model Plan’s training requirements for 
the relevant discipine.

Contingent approval means the 
Agency has reviewed the course’s 
written submission seeking EPA 
approval and found the materials to be 
acceptable (i.e. the written course 
materials meet the Model Plan’s training 
course requirements). However, EPA 
has not yet conducted an on-site audit.

Successful completion of either a fully 
approved course or a contingently 
approved course provides full 
accreditation for course attendees. If 
EPA subsequently audits a contingently 
approved course and withdraws 
approval due to deficiencies discovered 
during the audit, future course offerings 
would no longer have EPA approval. 
However, withdrawal of EPA approval 
would not effect the accreditation of 
persons who took previously offered 
training courses including the course 
audited by EPA.

EPA-approved training courses listed 
under Unit IV are approved on a 
national basis. EPA has organized Unit 
IV by EPA Region to assist the public in 
locating those training courses that are 
offered nearby.

EPA-approved State accreditation 
programs have the authority to have 
more stringent accreditation 
requirements than the Model Plan. As a 
result, some EPA-approved training 
courses listed under Unit IV may not 
meet the requirements of a particular 
State’s accreditation program. Sponsors 
of training courses and persons who 
have received accreditation or are 
seeking accreditation should contact 
individual States to check on 
accreditation requirements.

A number of training courses offered 
by several universities before EPA 
issued the Model Plan equaled or 
exceeded the subsequently issued 
Model Plan’s training course 
requirements. These courses are listed 
under Unit IV as being fully approved. It 
should be noted that persons who 
successfully completed these courses 
are fully accredited; they are not limited 
only to being interimly accredited.
III. EPA Approval of Training Courses 
for Interim Accreditation

TSCA Title II enables EPA to permit 
persons to be accredited on an interim 
basis if they have attended previous 
EPA-approved asbestos training and

have passed (or pass) an asbestos exam. 
As a result, the Agency is approving 
training courses offered previously for 
purposes of accrediting persons on an 
interim basis. Only those persons who 
have taken training courses since 
January 1,1985 will be considered under 
these interim accreditation provisions.
In addition, EPA will not grant interim 
accreditation to any person who takes 
an equivalent training course after the 
date the asbestos-in-schools rule takes 
effect. This accreditation is interim since 
the person shall be considered 
accredited for only 1 year after the date 
on which the State where the person is 
employed establishes an accreditation 
program at least as stringent as the EPA 
Model Plan. If the State does not adopt 
an accreditation program within the 
time period required by Title II, persons 
with interim accreditation must become 
fully accredited within 1 year after the 
date the State was required to have 
established a program.

For purposes of the Model Plan, an 
equivalent training course is one that is 
essentially similar in length and content 
to the curriculum found in the Model 
Plan. In addition, an equivalent 
examination must be essentially similar 
to the examination requirements found 
in the Model Plan.

Persons who have taken equivalent 
courses in their discipline for purposes 
of interim accreditation, and can 
produce evidence that they have 
successfully completed the course by 
passing an examination, are accredited 
on an interim basis under TSCA Title II. 
Evidence of successful completion of a 
course would include a certificate or 
photo identification card that showed 
the person completed the training course 
on a certain date and passed the 
examination.

For persons who took one of the EPA- 
approved courses for interim 
accreditation listed under Unit IV, but 
did not take the course’s examination, 
these persons may become interimly 
accredited by passing an examination at 
an EPA-funded training center. These 
EPA funded training centers are listed 
under Unit IV. Before taking the exam, 
persons must provide evidence to the 
EPA-funded center that they previously 
had taken one of the training courses 
listed under Unit IV that is approved by 
EPA for interim accreditation.

Courses approved by EPA as of 
October 17 for interim accreditation are 
listed under Unit IV. Examinations 
offered by these courses also are 
approved for purposes of interim 
accreditation. EPA expects to approve 
additional courses for interim 
accreditation purposes, and will list 
these courses in subsequent Federal

Register notices. Training course 
vendors that believe their courses 
offered since January 1,1985 are 
suitable sources for interim 
accreditation should contact their EPA 
Regional asbestos coordinator (See 
addresses in Unit IV).

IV. List of EPA-Approved State 
Accreditation Programs and Training 
Courses

Below is the first listing of EPA- 
approved State accreditation programs 
and training courses. As discussed 
above, periodic notifications of EPA 
approval of State accreditations 
programs and EPA approval of training 
courses will be published in subsequent 
Federal Register notices. The closing 
date for the acceptance of submissions 
to EPA for inclusion in this first notice 
was early October. Omission from this 
list does not imply disapproval by EPA, 
nor does the order of the courses reflect 
priority or quality. The format of the 
notification lists first the State 
accreditation programs approved by 
EPA, followed by EPA-approved 
training courses listed by Region. The 
name, address, phone number, and 
contact person is provided for each 
training provider followed by the 
courses and type of course approval (i.e. 
full, contingent, or for interim purposes). 
Unless otherwise specified by an 
alternative date, interim approvals are 
issued from January 1,1985.

All five of the EPA-funded asbestos 
information centers and the three EPA- 
funded satellite training centers will use 
the EPA model inspector and 
management planner course recently 
developed with EPA funds. As a result, 
EPA anticipates that all of the EPA- 
funded training facilities will receive 
approvals for inspection and 
management planning courses offered 
beginning in October. Currently, the 
EPA-funded centers at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology and the 
University of Illinois at Chicago have 
inspection and management planning 
courses that EPA has fully approved. 
The five centers are: The Georgia 
Institute of Technology in Atlanta, 
Georgia; the University of Kansas in 
Overland Park, Kansas; Tufts University 
in Medford, Massachusetts; the 
University of Illinois at Chicago, and the 
University of California, Berkeley. The 
three satellite centers are: The 
University of Texas at Arlington; the 
Robert Wood Johnson Medical School in 
Piscataway, New Jersey, and Temple 
University in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. The University of Texas 
at Arlington has received contingent
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approval of its inspector and 
management planner course.

The recently developed EPA-funded 
model course for inspectors and 
management planners, and an earlier 
course developed with EPA funding for 
asbestos abatement contractors and 
supervisors are available for interested 
parties that plan to offer training 
courses. Interested parties should 
contact the following firm to receive 
copies of the training courses: Sterling 
Federal Systems, Incorporated, Suite 
600, 6011 Executive Blvd., Rockville, MD 
20852.

A fee for each course will be charged 
to cover the reproduction costs for the 
written and visual aid materials.

The following is the initial list of EPA- 
approved State accreditation programs 
and training courses:

Approved State Accreditation Programs
(1) (a) State: Kansas—- State Agency: 

Kansas Department of Health and 
Environment, Forbes Field, Topeka, KS 
66620. Attn: John C. Irwin (913) 296-1500.

(b) Approved Accreditation Program 
Discipline—Contractor/Supervisor 
(training and exam requirements 
(approved for interim accreditation).

Abatement worker 1 approved for 
interim accreditation).

Effective date of regulation: 1/6/1986.
(2) (a) State: New  Jersey—State 

Agency: New Jersey Department of 
Health, CN 360, Trenton, New Jersey 
08625-0360. Attn: James Brownlee (609) 
984-2193.

(b) Approved Accreditation Program 
Discipline—Contractor/Supervisor. 
Abatement worker. Effective date of 
regulation: June 18,1985.

EPA-Approved Training Courses
Region I—Boston, MA

Regional asbestos coordinator. Alison 
Roberts, EPA, Region I, Air and 
Management Division (APT-231), JFK 
Federal Building, Boston, MA 02203.
(617) 565-3273 (FTS) 835-3275.

List o f approved courses. The 
following training courses have been 
approved by EPA. The courses are listed 
under (b). This approval is subject to the 
level of certification indicated after the 
course name. Courses are listed in 
alphabetical order and do not reflect a 
prioritization. Approvals for Region I 
training courses and contact points for 
each, are as follows:

(l)(a) Training provider. Abatement 
Technology Corp., One Boston Place, 
Suite 1025, Boston, MA 02108. Attn:
Scott Keyes (617) 723-3100.

1 Applies only to workers who have taken the 
Kansas Contractor/ Supervisor course and passed 
the State’s worker exam.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (contingent).

(2) (a) Training provider. Con-Test, 
P.O. Box 591, East Longmeadow, MA 
01028. Attn: Brenda Bolduc (413) 525- 
1198.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (contingent). Abatement 
Worker (contingent). Inspector/ 
Management Planner (contingent). 
Refresher course (for each of the above 
disciplines) (contingent).

(3) (a) Training provider. Hygientics, 
Inc., 150 Causeway St., Boston, MA 
02114. Attn: John W. Cowdery (617) 723- 
4664.

(b) Approved courses. Inspector 
(contingent).

(4) (a) Training provider. Institute for 
Environmental Education, 208 West 
Cummings Park, Woburn, MA 01801. 
Attn: Janet Oppenheim-McMullen (617) 
935-7370.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full from 9/18/87). 
Inspector/Management planner 
(contingent).

(5) (a) Training provider. Maine Labor 
Group on Health Inc., P.O. Box 5, 
Augusta, Maine 04330. Attn: Dianna 
White (207) 289-2770.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (contingent). Abatement 
Worker (contingent).

(6) (a) Training provider. New England 
Laborers’ Training Trust Fund, 37 East 
Street, Hopkinton, MA 01748. Attn: Jim 
Merloni, Jr. (617) 435-6316.

(b) Approved courses. Abatement 
Workers (contingent).

(7) (a) Training provider. Tufts 
University, 474 Boston Ave., Medford, 
MA 02155. Attn: Brenda Cole (617) 381- 
3531.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor Course (Interim from 9/85- 
5/31/87). Contractor/Supervisor Course 
(Full from 6/22/87).

Region II—Edison, NJ
Regional asbestos coordinator.

Arnold Freiberger, EPA, Region II, 
Woodbridge Ave., Raritan Depot, Bldg. 
10, Edison, NJ 08837. (201) 321-6668, 
(FTS) 340-6671.

List o f approved courses. The 
following training courses have been 
approved by EPA. The courses are listed 
under (b). This approval is subject to the 
level of certification indicated after the 
course name. Courses are listed in 
alphabetical order and do not reflect a 
prioritization. Approvals for Region II 
training courses and contact points for 
each, are as follows:

(l)(a) Training provider. UMDNJ 
Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, 
675 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ 08854- 
5635. Attn: Lee Laustsen (201) 463-4500.

(b) Approved courses. Abatement 
Worker (full from beginning). 
Contractor/Supervisor (full from 
beginning).

Region III—Philadelphia, PA

Regional asbestos coordinator.
Pauline Levin, EPA, Region III (3HW- 
40), 841 Chestnut Bldg., Philadelphia, PA 
19107. (215) 597-9859, (FTS) 597-9859.

List o f approved courses. The 
following training courses have been 
approved by EPA. The courses are listed 
under (b). This approval is subject to the 
level of certification indicated after the 
course name. Courses are listed in 
alphabetical order and do not reflect a 
prioritization. Approvals for Region III 
training courses and contact points for 
each, are as follows:

(1) (a) Training provider. Alice 
Hamilton Center for Occupational 
Health, 410 7th Street SE., Second Floor, 
Washington, DC 20003. Attn: Brian 
Christopher (202) 543-6005.

(b) Approved courses. Abatement 
Workers (contingent).

(2) (a) Training provider. The 
Association of Wall and Ceiling 
Industries, 24 K Street, NE., Suite 300, 
Washington, DC 20002. Attn: Chris 
Hullinger (202) 783-2924.

(b) Approved courses. Abatement 
Worker (full 5/19/87). Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full 5/19/87).

(3) (a) Training provider. Biospherics, 
Inc., 12051 Indian Creek Court,
Beltsville, MD 20705. Attn: Marian F. 
Meiselman (301) 369-3900.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full from 10/1/87). 
Abatement worker (full from 10/1/87).

(4) (a) Training provider. Drexel 
University, Environmental Studies 
Institute, Building 29, 32nd and Chestnut 
Streets, #216, Philadelphia, PA 19104. 
Attn: Robert Ross (215) 895-2269.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full from beginning). 
Abatement Worker (full from 
beginning).

(5) (a) Training provider. South East 
Michigan Committee on Occupational 
Safety and Health (SEMCOSH), 1550 
Howard Street, Detroit, MI 48216. Attn: 
Barbara Boylan (313) 961-3345.

(b) Approved courses. Abatement 
Worker (contingent).

(6) (a) Training provider. The National 
Training Fund for the Sheet Metal and 
Air Conditioning Industry (in 
conjunction with the Workers' Institute 
for Safety and Health), 1126 Sixteenth 
Street NW., Washington, DC 20036.
Attn: Scott Schneider (202) 887-1980.

(b) Approved courses. Abatement 
Worker (contingent).
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(7) (a) Training provider. Temple 
University, College of Engineering, 12th 
and Norris Streets, Philadelphia, PA 
19122. Attn: Lester Levin (215) 787-6479.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full from beginning). 
Workers (full from beginning).

(8) (a) Training provider. Medical 
College of Virginia, Virginia 
Commonwealth University, Department 
of Preventive Medicine, P.O. Box 212, 
Richmond, VA 23298. Attn: Leonard 
Vance (804) 78&-9785.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (contingent).

(9}(a) Training provider. WACO, Inc., 
P.O. Box 836, 5450 Lewis Road, 
Sandston, VA 23150. Attn: William 
Belanich (804) 222-8440.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (contingent). Abatement 
Workers (contingent).

Region IV—Atlanta, GA
Regional asbestos coordinator. Jim 

Littell, EPA Region IV, 345 Courtland St. 
NE., Atlanta, GA 30365. (404) 347-3864, 
(FTS) 257-3864.

List o f approved courses. The 
following training courses have been 
approved by EPA. The courses are listed 
under (b). This approval is subject to the 
level of certification indicated after the 
course name. Courses are listed in 
alphabetical order and do not reflect a 
prioritization. Approvals for Region IV 
training courses and contact points for 
each, are as follows:

(1) (a) Training provider. University of 
Florida, TREEO Center, 3900 SW 63rd 
Blvd., Gainesville, FL 32608. Attn:
Sandra Scaggs (904) 392-9570.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full from 5/87).

(2) (a) Training provider. Georgia Tech 
Research Institute, Environmental 
Health and Safety Division, Room 029, 
O’Keefe Building, Atlanta, GA 30332. 
Attn: William Ewing (404) 894-3806.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full from 5/11/87). 
Contractor/Supervisor (Interim from 6/ 
85—5/10/87). Refresher Course for 
Contractor/Supervisor (contingent). 
Inspector/Management Planner (full 
from 10/87).

(3) (a) Training provider. National 
Asbestos Council, Training Department, 
2786 North Decatur Road, Decatur, GA 
30033. Attn: Eva Clay (404) 292-0629.

(b) Approved courses. Abatement 
Workers (2 day) (interim from 
beginning). Abatement Workers (3 day) 
(full from 7/87).

Region V—Chicago, IL
Regional asbestos coordinator. 

Anthony Restaino, EPA Region V, 536 S.

Clark St., Chicago, IL 60604. (312) 88&- 
6879, (FTS) 886-6879.

List o f approved courses. The 
following training courses have been 
approved by EPA. The courses are listed 
under (b). This approval is subject to the 
level of certification indicated after the 
course name. Courses are listed in 
alphabetical order and do not reflect a 
prioritization. Approvals for Region V 
training courses and contact points for 
each, are as follows:

(1) (a) Training provider. AHP 
Research, Inc., 1501 Johnsons Ferry Rd., 
Suite 230, P.O. Box 71926, Marietta, GA 
30007. Attn: Dwight Brown (404) 565- 
0061.

(b) Approved courses. Inspector/ 
Management Planner (interim from 
beginning).

(2) (a) Training provider. BDN 
Industrial Hygiene Consultants, 8105 
Valley wood Lane, Portage, MI 49002. 
Attn: Keith Nichols (616) 329-1237.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (contingent).

(3) {a) Training provider. DeLisle 
Consulting and Laboratories, Inc., 2401 
East Milham Ave., Kalamazoo, MI 49002. 
Attn: Mark DeLisle (616) 343-9698.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (contingent).

(4) (a) Training provider. Heat & Frost 
Insulators Local 17, Apprentice Training 
Center, 3850 South Racine Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60609. Attn: John P. Shine 
(312) 247-1007

(b) Approved courses. Abatement 
Workers (contingent).

(5) (a) Training provider. I.P.C.
Chicago, 4309 West Henderson, Chicago, 
IL 60641. Attn: Robert G. Cooley (312) 
975-3495.

(b) Approved courses. Abatement 
Workers (contingent).

(6) (a) Training provider. University of 
Illinois at Chicago, Midwest Asbestos 
Information Center, 2035 Taylor, School 
of Public Health, Chicago, IL 60612. Attn: 
Tony Billotti (312) 996-5762.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full from beginning). 
Inspector/Management Planner (full). 
Abatement Worker (2 day) (interim from 
beginning to 10/1/87). Abatement 
Worker (3 day) (contingent).
Region VI—Dallas, TX

Regional asbestos coordinator. John 
West, 6t-Pt, EPA, Region VI, 1445 Ross 
Avenue, Dallas, TX 75202-2733. (214) 
655-7244, (FTS) 255-7235.

List o f approved courses. The 
following training courses have been 
approved by EPA. The courses are listed 
under (b). This approval is subject to the 
level of certification indicated after the 
course name. Courses are listed in 
alphabetical order and do not reflect a
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prioritization. Approvals for Region VI 
training courses and contact points for 
each, are as follows:

(1) (a) Training provider. GEBCO 
Associates, Inc., 805-A, Elizabeth Drive, 
Bedford, TX 76022. Attn: Ed Kirch (817) 
268-4006.

(b) Approved courses. Asbestos 
Workers (full from 8/20/87). Asbestos 
Workers (interim prior to 8/19/87).

(2) (a) Training provider. The 
International Association of Heat and 
Frost Insulators and Asbestos Workers 
Union, Local 22, 3219 Pasadena Blvd., 
Pasadena, TX 77503. Attn: Owen Tilley 
(713) 473-0888.

(b) Approved courses. Asbestos 
Worker (3 day course) (contingent). 
Asbestos Worker (2 day course) (interim 
prior to 10/87). Worker refresher course 
(contingent).

(3) (a) Training provider. Louisiana 
State University and Agricultural and 
Mechanical College, Baton Rouge, LA 
70803-1520. Attn: George Smith (504) 
388-6621.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (contingent).

(4) (a) Training provider. The Texas 
A&M University System, The Texas 
Engineering Extension Service, Building 
Codes Inspection Training Division, 
College Station, TX 77843-8000. Attn: 
Charles Flanders (409) 845-6682.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full from 9/14/87). 
Contractor/Supervisor (interim prior to 
9/14/87). Abatement Worker 
(contingent). Inspector/Management 
Planner (contingent).

(5) (a) Training provider. The 
University of Texas at Arlington 
Satellite Center, Bureau of Engineering 
Research, P.O. Box 19020, Arlington, TX 
76019. Attn: Ernest Crosby (817) 273- 
2557.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full from beginning). 
Inspector/Management Planner 
(contingent).

(6) (a) Training provider. Tulane 
University, School of Public Health and 
Tropical Medicine, Department of 
Environmental Health Sciences, 1430 
Tulane Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70112. 
Attn: Shau-Wong Chang (504) 588-5374.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full from 9/15/87). 
Contractor/Supervisor (interim prior 9/ 
14/87).

Region VII—Kansas City, KS
Regional asbestos coordinator. 

Wolfgang Brandner, EPA Region VII, 726 
Minnesota Ave., Kansas City, KS 66101. 
(913) 236-2834, (FTS) 757-2834.

List o f approved courses. The 
following training courses have been
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approved by EPA. The courses are listed 
under (b). This approval is subject to the 
level of certification indicated after the 
course name. Courses are listed in 
alphabetical order and do not reflect a 
prioritization. Approvals for Region VII 
training courses and contact points for 
each, are as follows:

(1) (a) Training provider. Hall-Kimbrell 
Environmental Services, 4840 West 15th 
St., Lawrence, KS 66046. Attn: Alice 
Hart (913) 749-2381.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full from 8/17/87). 
Abatement Worker (full from 8/17/87). 
Project Designer (full from 8/17/87). 
Inspector/Management Planner (full 
from 8/17/87).

(2) (a) Training provider. Mahew 
Environmental Training Assoc., Inc. 
(META), P.O. Box 1961, Lawrence, KS 
66044. Attn: Brad Mayhew (913) 842- 
6382.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (contingent). Abatement 
Worker (contingent).

(3) (a) Training provider. The 
University of Kansas National Asbestos 
Training Center, 6600 College Blvd.,
Suite 315, Overland Park, KS 66211.
Attn: Lani Himegarner (913) 491-0181.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (contingent). Contractor/ 
Supervisor (interim from 6/85-9/9/87). 
Abatement Worker (contingent).
Region VIII—Denver, CO

Regional asbestos coordinator. David 
Combs, [8AT-TS], EPA, Region VIII. 1

Denver Place, 999-18th St., Suite 1300, 
Denver, CO 80202-2413. (303) 564-1730, 
(FTS) 564-1742.

List o f approved courses. The 
following training courses have been 
approved by EPA. The courses are listed 
under (b). This approval is subject to the 
level of certification indicated after the 
course name. Courses are listed in 
alphabetical order and do not reflect a 
prioritization. Approvals for Region VIII 
training courses and contact points for 
each, are as follows:

(1) (a) Training provider. Northern 
Engineering and Testing, Inc. 600 South 
25th Street, P.O. Box 30615, Billings, MT 
59107. Attn: Kathleen Smit (406) 248- 
9161.

(b) Approved courses. Asbestos 
worker (contingent).

(2) (a) Training pro vider. Rocky 
Mountain Center for Occupational and 
Environmental Health, Building 512, 
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 
84112. Attn: Jeffery Lee (801) 581-5710.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (contingent).

Region IX—San Francisco, CA
Regional asbestos coordinator. Joanne 

Semones, (T-52], EPA, Region IX, 215 
Fremont St., San Francisco, CA 94105. 
(415) 974-7290, (FTS) 454-7290.

List o f approved courses. The 
following training courses have been 
approved by EPA. The courses are listed 
under (b). This approval is subject to the 
level of certification indicated after the 
course name. Courses are listed in

alphabetical order and do not reflect a 
prioritization. Approvals for Region IX 
training courses and contact points for 
each, are as follows:

(1) (a) Training provider.
Environmental Sciences, 375 S. Meyer, 
Tucson, AZ 85701. Attn: Dale Keyes 
(602)577-1764.

(b) Approved courses. Inspector/ 
Management Planner (full).

(2) (a) Training provider. University of 
California at Berkeley Pacific Asbestos 
Information Center, U.C. Extension, 2223 
Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720. Attn: 
Debra Dobin (415) 643-7143.

(b) Approved courses. Contractor/ 
Supervisor (full from beginning).
Region X—Seattle, WA

Regional asbestos coordinator.
Walter Jasper, EPA, Region X, 1200 
Sixth Ave., Seattle, WA 98101. (206) 442- 
2870, (FTS) 399-2870.

List o f approved courses. The 
following training courses have been 
approved by EPA. The courses are listed 
under (b). This approval is subject to the 
level of certification indicated after the 
course name. Courses are listed in 
alphabetical order and do not reflect a 
prioritization. Approvals for Region X 
training courses and contact points for 
each, are as follows:

No approvals for Region X.
Dated: October 17,1987.

Lee M. Thom as,
Administrator.
[FR Doc. 87-24939 Filed 10-29-87; 8:45 am] 
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D EP A R TM EN T O F  TH E  INTERIOR  

Minerals Management Service 

30 CFR Parts 208 and 209

Sale of Federal Royalty Oil

AGENCY: Minerals Management Service 
(MMS), Interior. 
a c t io n : Final rule.

s u m m a r y : The Minerals Management 
Service (MMS) is issuing this final 
rulemaking to consolidate and revise 
regulations governing the sale of 
onshore and offshore Federal royalty oil. 
This final rule will establish uniformity 
within the regulatory text, provide 
industry with a more efficient and 
responsive Royalty-in-Kind (RIK) 
Program, and improve the Federal 
Government’s administration of the RIK 
Program. The prior regulations, which 
are being replaced by this rulemaking, 
were developed from different statutory 
bases and consequently contained 
conflicting and overlapping 
requirements. This final rule, in 
combination with selective 
administrative changes, will ease the 
burden on all participants and improve 
the Federal Government’s 
administration of the RIK Program. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: December 1,1987.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Dennis C. Whitcomb, Chief, Rules and 
Procedures Branch at (303) 231-3432, or 
James A. MGNamee, Chief, Royalty-in- 
Kind Section at (303) 231-3605 in 
Lakewood, Colorado.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Hie 
principal authors of this final rule are 
James H. Mikelson, John W. Vidrik, and 
James A. McNamee of the Minerals 
Management Service, Lakewood, 
Colorado.

I. Background
Section 36 of the Mineral Lands 

Leasing Act of 1920 (common reference 
for the Act of February 25,1920), as 
amended (30 U.S.C. 192), and sections 5 
and 27 of the Outer Continental Shelf 
Lands Act (OCSLA) of August 7,1953, as 
amended (43 U.S.C. 1334,1353), 
authorize the Secretary of the Interior 
(Secretary) to sell royalty oil accruing to 
the United States from oil and gas leases 
issued pursuant to those Acts.

The MMS was established by 
Secretarial Order No. 3071 on January 
19,1982. Under that order and its 
subsequent amendments on May 10 and 
May 26,1982, MMS was assigned 
responsibility for the RIK Program.

The MMS has completed a detailed 
review of the RIK Program. The review 
highlighted areas where changes should

be considered and improvements could 
be made. One area identified as in need 
of revision was the regulations 
governing the sale of royalty oil in 30 
CFR Parts 225, 225a, and 262 
(subsequently recodified as 30 CFR 
Parts 208 and 209; see below).

In developing new RIK regulations, 
the principal objective was to establish 
one set of regulations for all royalty oil 
offered for sale under the RIK Program. 
The prior RIK regulations consisted of 
one set of regulations governing the sale 
of onshore royalty oil at 30 CFR Part 208 
(formerly 30 CFR Part 225, which was 
recodified on August 5,1983 (48 FR 
35639)), issued pursuant to the authority 
in the Act of February 25,1920, and a 
second set of regulations governing the 
sale of offshore royalty oil. The offshore 
regulations originally were issued by the 
Department of the Interior (DOI) at 30 
CFR Part 225a, pursuant to the authority 
of the OCSLA. However, section 302(b) 
of the Department of Energy 
Organization Act, 42 U.S.C. 7152(b), 
transferred certain regulatory 
authorities over the sale of royalty oil to 
the Department of Energy (DOE), which 
issued regulations at 10 CFR Part 391.

Congressional repeal of section 302(b) 
of the DOE Organization Act in Pub. L. 
97-100 and in Pub. L. 97-257 transferred 
the regulatory authority back to DOI 
from DOE. The DOE’s 10 CFR Part 391 
regulations were redesignated as DOI’s 
30 CFR Part 262 (48 FR 1181, January 11, 
1983) and then redesignated as 30 CFR 
Part 209 (48 FR 35639, August 5,1983).

The evolution of the prior regulations 
from different statutory bases, and froni 
the different RIK Program objectives of 
two Federal agencies, adversely 
affected the wording of the text and the 
application of the regulations. Those 
inconsistencies, if left to continue, 
would have eventually led to further 
confusion and disruption in MMS’s 
management of, and industry’s 
participation in, the RIK Program.

In addition to the regulatory revisions, 
there were a number of administrative 
procedures reviewed by MMS. 
Improvements have been made to these 
procedures in order to streamline and 
simplify administrative functions within 
the RIK Program and make them more 
manageable for the Federal Government 
and less burdensome for industry. 
Regulatory and administrative changes 
are discussed below.

Notice of MMS’s intent to revise the 
RIK regulations and make 
administrative improvements was first 
published in the Federal Register on 
November 10,1982 (47 FR 50924), and 
comments were invited for a 60-day 
period ending January 10,1983. Thirty- 
three responses were received by MMS

from producers, refiners, and others 
interested in the RIK Program. The 
responses covered many topics, but the 
majority of the comments dealt with 
either (1) refiner eligibility requirements,
(2) transportation or delivery issues, or
(3) administrative fees.

On January 14,1983, MMS also 
announced in the Federal Register (48 
FR 1833) its intent to change the time 
periods for the sales of royalty oil. Some 
comments were also received from 
industry on this topic, although MMS 
had not solicited any at the time.

II. Summary of Rule Adopted
This final rule being adopted is 

substantially the same as the proposed 
rule. Therefore, discussion in the 
preamble to the proposed rule applies to 
the final rule. Based on comments 
received from the public to the proposed 
rule, certain changes were made. These 
changes are discussed below in sections 
III and IV, Comments Received on 
Proposed Rule—General and Specific by 
Section.

The final rule removes regulations at 
30 CFR Parts 208 and 209 and 
consolidates and revises those 
regulations with a unified set of rules in 
30 CFR Part 208 governing the sale of 
Federal royalty oil. This one set of 
regulations applies to sales of both 
onshore royalty oil and Outer 
Continental Shelf (OCS) royalty oil. The 
new regulations include regulatory 
changes to clarify definitions and 
administrative changes to improve the 
operational efficiency of the RIK 
Program.

IQ. Comments Received on Proposed 
Rule—General

The proposed rulemaking published 
January 20,1987 (52 FR 2202), provided 
for a 30-day public comment period 
which ended February 19,1987. General 
comments received during that time 
period are addressed in this section. 
Specific comments by section of the 
proposed rule are discussed below in 
section IV. The text of the adopted 
regulation has been changed to reflect 
comments, as appropriate.

Two commenters stated that the RIK 
Program is unnecessary because most 
areas have adequate supplies of crude 
oil at equitable prices available to 
small/independent refiners. One of 
these commenters stated that the 
Secretary must make a determination 
that small refiners lack access to 
equitably priced crude oil as a condition 
precedent to the implementation of the 
RIK Program. The commenters also 
stated that the methodology for, and 
subsequent findings of, the
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determination should be published for 
comment.

This rule is a codification of the 
statutes and policies pertaining to the 
taking of oil royalties in kind for sale to 
eligible refiners. It is neither an election 
nor notice of intent to take Federal 
royalties in kind. Such elections to take 
royalties in kind will be made on a 
regional basis following individual 
determinations by the Secretary that 
eligible refiners in that region do not 
have access to adequate supplies of 
crude oil at equitable prices. The 
determinations will be published in the 
Federal Register concurrent with, or 
included in, the “Notice of Availability 
of Royalty Oil”, as provided in 
§ 208.4(a). There is no requirement that 
MMS undergo a formal process for such 
determinations, and MMS does not plan 
to institute one.

One commenter was concerned that 
the rule will have a significant negative 
economic impact on the Nation’s small 
refiners and that MMS would, therefore, 
be required to perform a regulatory 
analysis with published conclusions 
under the Regulatory Flexibility Act. 
Specific reasons for this comment were 
not given, although the commenter 
expressed concern about surety and 
administrative fee requirements in its 
other comments.

The MMS disagrees. The MMS 
believes, and several commenters 
concur, that the rule is an improvement 
over the current rules, especially as it 
concerns surety requirements. These 
and administrative fee requirements are 
discussed in more detail in section IV.

There were several administrative 
comments, one of which stated, in 
essence, that not all interested parties 
were familiar with the Auditing and 
Financial System (AFS) and that they 
would appreciate a description of its 
operation.

The AFS and its requirements are 
discussed in detail in MMS’s “AFS Oil 
and Gas Payor Handbook.” In addition, 
MMS conducts payor training classes at 
various times and locations. Payors 
interested in further information should 
contact their MMS Lessee Contact 
Branch representative. Refiners 
interested in further information should 
contact the MMS RIK Section Chief at 
(303)231-3605.

One commenter stated that offshore 
royalty oil not purchased in a sale by 
offshore eligible refiners should be made 
available to onshore eligible refiners.

Generally, most of the offshore oil 
offered in a sale is taken. If it were not, 
the OCSLA at 43 U.S.C. 1353(b) would 
allow MMS to sell any excess by 
competitive bid. However, at this time,

MMS has elected not to use the 
competitive bid procedures. Therefore, 
unless a refiner meets the OCSLA 
eligibility criteria, it will not be eligible 
to purchase offshore royalty oil.

One commenter called for 3-year 
contracts and suggested sanctions for 
early terminations.

The MMS plans to have 3-year terms 
for most contracts in the future, but does 
not support the idea of sanctions for 
early terminations because the 
conditions under which refiners operate 
are too variable. It should be noted that 
the administrative fees are 
nonrefundable and, therefore, the 
refiners have an investment in the form 
of the initial contract fee, which should 
serve as an incentive to maintain their 
contracts.

One commenter was concerned that 
the States’ shares of the initial estimated 
billings for a month’s supply of royalty 
oil would not be distributed to the States 
in accordance with 30 U.S.C. 191. The 
same commenter was concerned that 
there is no “date certain” for payments 
in the rule and that there is a 45-day 
delay in billings.

The MMS distributes the revenue from 
the estimated billings to the States in the 
same manner and within the same 
amount of time as it distributes revenue 
from the actual billings. One of the 
reasons for the initial estimated billing 
is to negate the effect of the 45-day 
delay in billing by effectively making 
revenues available at the same time 
whether royalties are paid in value or in 
kind. The 45-day delay cannot be 
shortened because of current AFS 
reporting and report processing 
requirements. The “date certain” for 
payments fluctuates depending on the 
nature of the bill and, therefore, cannot 
be specified in the rule. Normally, 
payments from the purchasers for the 
monthly billings are due at MMS on the 
last day of the month billed.

Finally, one commenter suggested that 
MMS add a provision to specifically 
provide for collections from a lessee for 
undervaluation of royalty oil taken in 
kind when such undervaluation is a 
result of a reporting error and the 
correct amount cannot be recouped from 
the purchaser. Alternatively, the 
commenter stated that MMS should be 
liable for the States’ shares of 
undervalued royalty oil.

The MMS does not believe that such 
provisions are necessary because there 
are sufficient protections already in 
place in existing rules and regulations.

IV. Comments Received on Proposed 
Rule—Specific by Section
Section 208.2 Definitions

Five commenters responded to the 
specific request for comments as to 
whether or not onshore eligibility 
requirements should be modified to limit 
the class of eligible refiners to “small 
refiners” as that term was defined in 
section 3(4) of the Emergency Petroleum 
Allocation Act (EPAA) of 1973. All five 
stated that size criteria should be added 
to the independence criteria for onshore 
eligibility. There were no negative 
responses to this proposal, although one 
refiner commented that both onshore 
and offshore eligibility should be tied to 
the Small Business Administration 
(SBA) definition.

The MMS agrees that revising the 
onshore eligibility criteria to include the 
size determination contained in the 
EPAA would be beneficial in that it 
would limit the eligible class to those 
refiners that have the most need for the 
RIK Program. The necessary revisions 
have been made to subparagraph 208.2. 
The MMS was precluded from limiting 
the size for onshore eligibility to the 
SBA criteria by the Plateu decision 
[Plateau, Inc. v. D O I, 603 F.2d 161 (10th 
Cir. 1979)), but the EPAA limitation is 
considerably less restrictive than the 
SBA limitation. The SBA limit currently 
refers to refiners with no more than
45,000 barrels per day capacity, whereas 
the EPAA limit is 175,000 barrels per 
day. Therefore, more refiners would be 
eligible for royalty oil.

In the Plateau decision, the Court of 
Appeals held that, for sales of onshore 
royalty oil pursuant to the Act of 
February 25,1920, DOI could not limit 
eligible refiners to those that meet the 
SBA criteria. The Court of Appeals, in 
reviewing the legislative history of 30 
U.S.C. 192, indicated what the proper 
scope of the limitation should be:

In explaining the purpose of the bill, the 
Senator (O’Mahoney) identified “small 
refiners” as those “who do not own and 
operate their own producing leases.” (91 
Cong. Rec. 1760 (1945)) . . . .  The Secretary 
of the Interior, in expressing his views on the 
bill to the committee, had objected to the 
word “smaller" as being too 
indefinite . . . .  The basic distinction drawn 
by the Secretary echoed the one recognized 
by Senator O’Mahoney: The Secretary 
differentiated between “integrated 
companies" and refiners “not having their 
own source of supply for oil . . . ." The 
version of the bill ultimately enacted defined 
the targeted refineries as those “not having 
their own source of supply for crude oil.” (603
F.2d at 163.)

The MMS believes that the revised 
definition at § 208.2 for onshore
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eligiblity is consistent with the intent of 
the statute and the Plateau decision.

One commenter recommended the 
addition of a definition for “preference 
eligible” refiner and another proposed 
that the definition of “independent 
refiner” be clarified. The latter 
commenter also recommended that 
“refinery capacity” be more clearly 
defined.

The MMS agrees with the first two 
comments, and has incorporated these 
suggestions within § 208.2. The MMS 
will, however, defer the question of 
refinery capacity. Because there are 
currently no capacity certification 
procedures in place, there is no certain 
method for determining capacity. The 
MMS does not wish to establish an 
arbitrary method, and will, therefore, 
continue to accept the capacity data 
submitted by refiners, subject to review, 
until further notice.

One commenter requested 
clarification of the definition of “oil” as 
it pertains to condensate; specifically, 
whether or not liquids derived from a 
processing facility would be exempt 
from the RIK Program.

The MMS does not intend to include 
in the RIK Program liquids that are 
recovered by means of a manufacturing 
process. The liquids intended to be 
excluded from the RIK Program are 
those that would meet the definition of 
natural gas liquids (those liquefiable 
hydrorcarbons that are recovered 
through the processing of natural gas). 
Any liquid hydrocarbons which meet 
the definition of oil, and thus are to be 
treated as oil under the applicable 
statutes, may be included regardless of 
whether they are recovered at the lease 
or at a point remote from the lease (such 
as reseparation facility at the inlet of a 
gas plant).

One commenter stated without 
elaboration that the definition of lessee 
could result in undue burdens on an 
operator, particularly in OCS 
operations. The same commenter stated 
that it must be made clear in the 
definition that "royalty oil” does not 
include “working interest” oil 
(commenter’s term) as described under 
section 8(b)(7) of the OCSLA. This 
commenter also stated that oil taken in 
kind should be prorated among the 
various working interests if only a 
portion of the available royalty oil is 
taken in kind from a large jointly owned 
property.

The definition of lessee contained in 
this rule is consistent with that in the 
Federal Oil and Gas Royalty 
Management Act of 1982, 30 U.S.C. 1701, 
and is used for that reason. The 
definition of royalty oil is not meant to 
encompass oil set aside for small

refiners under section 8(b)(7) of the 
OCSLA. Section 8(b)(7) oil, commonly 
referred to as “20 percent set-aside” oil, 
is not royalty oil and has no bearing on 
this rule. If the Federal Government’s 
royalty oil is taken in kind, that does not 
relieve the lessee of its obligation also to 
make oil available in accordance with 
section 8(b)(7). Likewise, if a lessee is 
selling production in accordance with 
section 8(b)(7), that does not limit the 
Secretary’s discretion also to take 
royalty oil in kind. Finally, any 
requirement that all working interest 
owners have a pro rata share of royalty 
oil provided under this rule is an 
administrative matter among the owners 
and should be a function of the 
applicable agreement(s) among them.
Section 208.4 R oyalty O il Sales to 
Eligible Refiners

One of the commenters stated that the 
proposal is premature and should be 
withdrawn pending completion of the 30 
CFR Part 206 rulemaking, and another 
stated that it was inappropriate to refer 
to 30 CFR Part 206 when it is being 
revised and is open for public comment. 
In related comments, several 
commenters proposed various methods 
of valuation for royalty oil taken in kind, 
ranging from using the same methods 
currently in 30 CFR Part 208 and 30 CFR 
Part 209 to using competitive bidding. 
The options included using the highest 
posted price, using an average of posted 
prices, and using averages of values 
reported by the operators. One 
commenter specifically recommended 
that MMS retain the definitions of 
“market value" and “fair market value” 
because of statutory restraints. This 
commenter states that the value of 
royalty oil taken in kind could not be 
tied directly to the value of royalties 
paid in value.

The MMS agrees that the method for 
determining the value of offshore 
royalty oil taken in kind is limited by the 
provisions of the OCSLA. Therefore, 
MMS has added the definition of fair 
market value at § 208.2 and provided for 
its use in the valuation of offshore 
royalties taken in kind in § 208.4(b)(2). 
The only restriction in the statutes for 
onshore RIK valuation, however, is that 
the royalties be sold at not less than 
“market value,” a term which is not 
defined in the statutes. The MMS is of 
the opinion that it will be operating 
within the intent of the pertinent 
legislation if onshore royalties taken in 
kind are valued the same as royalties 
paid in value and, therefore, MMS will 
value it in accordance with the 
provisions of 30 CFR Part 206. This 
practice should not affect, or be affected 
by, the rulemaking procedure for 30 CFR

Part 206. It is important to note that the 
value for onshore royalty oil will be the 
same whether royalties are taken in 
kind or paid in value and, therefore, the 
refiners will not be able to negotiate 
their own prices with the lessees for the 
royalty oil, which was a concern of 
some of the commenters.

One commenter stated that lessees 
have no obligation or right to value 
royalties taken in kind and that it is the 
responsibility of MMS to determine 
value.

The MMS agees that it has the 
responsibility to make final 
determinations of value, but this is also 
true when royalties are paid in value. 
The lessees or payors will have no more 
value-reporting responsibilities placed 
on them as a result of this rule than they 
would have if they reported in value. 
The lessees or payors will report the 
same values for royalty oil taken in kind 
that they would report if they were 
paying the royalties in value.

The MMS specifically requested 
comments on whether the use of an 
auction technique for the disposal of 
royalty oil would be desirable. One 
commenter supported auctions with 
established floor prices and another 
stated that it would be an effective 
means of determining true market value. 
Eight commenters opposed auctions, 
however, with most voicing strong 
oppostion. The consensus was that 
auctions would be counter to the 
underlying purpose of the RIK Program 
because the resultant prices received for 
the royalty oil would not be equitable.

The MMS agrees with the opposition 
comments at this time. Therefore, MMS 
does not anticipate conducting auctions 
in the foreseeable future.

Several commenters addressed the 
issue of administrative fees, but none 
voiced outright opposition. Two stated 
that the fees should be determined on 
the basis of volume rather than number 
of leases, one stated that they should be 
the same for all refiners, and one stated 
that the initial contract fees should be 
enough to cover 50 percent of the costs 
of the RIK Program. In a related 
comment, one commenter pointed out 
that the administrative fee will result in 
an increase in the price charged for the 
RIK oil. This comment was made as a 
statement of fact and not a protest.

The proposed methodology for the 
recoupment of RIK Program 
administration costs is intended to 
reflect MMS's actual administrative 
efforts. Although certain costs are 
incurred in fairly equal amounts for all 
contracts, contracts that involve a 
greater number of leases entail greater 
administrative effort. The costs are not
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related to volume, nor are the efforts for 
all contracts the same. The initial 
contract fee is the same for all contracts 
because of the similarity of certain 
administrative costs, but the variable 
fees cannot be equal because of the 
reasons mentioned above. Finally, the 
fees are not additional royalties or 
bonuses and are not accounted for as 
such. They are necessary to recover the 
administrative costs of the RIK Program. 
Such fees are not shareable with the 
States pursuant to 30 U.S.C. 191.

One commenter stated that interim 
sale decisions should be made on a 
case-by-case basis and that the 
documentation required by interested 
refiners should not be more extensive 
than that required for normal secretarial 
determinations of need.

The MMS is not precluding interim 
sales altogether and will consider each 
case separately. However, such sales 
would only be held in the event 
substantial amounts of royalty oil 
become available between sales. This 
would not include oil previously offered 
and not taken in a sale or taken and 
then turned back after a sale. The 
documentation requirements would not 
be excessive, but the refiners would 
have to convince MMS that there is an 
immediate need.

Section 208.5 N otice o f Royalty O il 
Sale

One commenter stated that 
participation in reallocations of oil 
should be voluntary. The MMS concurs 
and has clarified this requirement in the 
adopted rule.

The MMS asked for comments as to 
whether or not geographic preferences 
should be granted in sales of offshore 
royalty oil as well as sales of onshore 
royalty oil. Six commenters specifically 
favored the proposal, and one did not. 
One other commenter stated that any 
refiner that qualified under the SBA 
size-determination criteria should be 
allowed to participate in sales involving 
Gulf of Mexico OCS leases regardless of 
location.

The MMS believes that geographic 
preference for both onshore and 
offshore sales is desirable and has 
changed the rule where applicable. The 
determination as to which applicants for 
a given sale will be considered for 
preference eligibility will be made prior 
to, and published in, the applicable 
“Notice of Availability of Royalty Oil.” 
The specific criteria for preference 
eligibility may not be the same for each 
sale, but MMS anticipates that eligible 
applicants directly and substantially 
involved in the crude oil market for the 
given area will generally be included in 
the class.

Section 208.7 Determination o f 
Eligibility

One commenter recommended a 
change in the lottery procedures used 
during royalty oil sales and proposed a 
new section giving such procedures for 
inclusion in the rule. Other commenters 
also mentioned that the current lottery 
procedure results in inequitable 
allocations, the effects of which are 
compounded by the procedure used for 
determining administrative fee 
distribution.

The MMS is exploring ways to 
improve the sale procedures. However, 
MMS believes that it should maintain 
flexibility in this regard and, therefore, 
not address specifics in the rule. The 
MMS will publish specific procedures 
for each sale in the applicable “Notice 
of Availability of Royalty Oil.” The 
MMS will also attempt to provide more 
information concerning leases offered in 
sales, as requested by one commenter.

Three commenters mentioned that 
MMS should retain flexibility 
concerning contract suspensions and 
exclusions of nonoperating refineries 
from sales because of the possibility of 
“force majeure” occurrences.

Contract suspensions and exceptions 
to the policy of excluding nonoperating 
refineries pursuant to the provisions of 
paragraph 208.7(g) are administratively 
burdensome to MMS, operators, and 
payors. Contract suspensions will not be 
allowed except as provided in § 208.17.

One commenter recommended that 
MMS add a section specifically 
excluding refiners that owe under 
previous contracts.

The MMS concurs and has added 
§ 208.7(h) to the final rule. The 
restriction has been expanded to 
encompass all delinquent balances by 
affiliated entities. However, if a 
purchaser or affiliated entity has 
appealed a billing and posted a surety in 
accordance with the contract terms and 
applicable MMS regulations and orders, 
the balance will not be considered 
delinquent.

One commenter stated that the total 
capacities of all affiliated refineries 
should be used in determining eligibility. 
This is MMS policy.

Section 208.8 Transportation and 
D elivery

Six commenters voiced serious 
concern over the provisions of proposed 
§ 208.8(e). Most were concerned that 
MMS could establish inaccessible 
delivery points and then require the 
operators to designate alternate delivery 
points at operator or lessee expense.
One of the commenters stated that MMS 
should bear the cost of transportation if

the delivery point is not on or adjacent 
to the lease and another stated that 
operators are not legally obligated to 
incur any delivery costs for RIK oil.

The concern created by the proposed 
rule is apparently the result of unclear 
provisions, and MMS has rewritten 
§ 208.8 in an attempt to clarify this and 
other matters discussed below. Onshore 
leases typically contain the provision 
that royalty oil taken in kind must be 
delivered by the lessee on or adjacent to 
the lease at no cost to the lessor in tanks 
provided by the lessee. If this can be 
accomplished, there should be no 
problem providing the royalty oil to the 
purchaser. However, in instances where 
onshore oil flows directly from the 
wellhead into a closed pipeline system 
or is otherwise inaccessible on or 
adjacent to the lease, the operator must 
designate an alternate delivery point 
and deliver the royalty oil to that point 
at the operator’s or lessee’s own 
expense. This provision merely 
implements onshore lease provisions.

The offshore leases which allow MMS 
to designate onshore delivery points 
also provide for payment of certain 
transportation costs to such points, and 
this is provided for in § 208.8(b). The 
MMS designated onshore delivery point 
will generally be the first onshore point 
at which the price of the royalty oil, 
including transportation costs, may be 
established and at which the purchaser 
will be able to exchange or take delivery 
of the oil. An onshore delivery point for 
offshore royalty oil will not necessarily 
be a location where there is physical 
access to the oil. This has been clarified 
in the definition at § 208.2. The costs of 
transportation occurring prior to the 
designated delivery point will be 
included in the price of the royalty oil 
billed to the purchaser. The MMS will 
reimburse the lessee for the reasonable 
costs of transportation to the designated 
delivery point in an amount not to 
exceed the transportation allowance 
determined pursuant to 30 CFR Part 206. 
Beyond the designated delivery point, 
transportation costs or exchanges of oil 
and related transportation costs will be 
the sole responsibility of the purchaser.

In related comments, five commenters 
stated that the provisions of 30 CFR Part 
206 do not require MMS approval of 
transportation costs and that operators 
should be reimbursed for 100 percent of 
the costs associated with transporting 
the royalty oil to the designated delivery 
point. One commenter objected to 
referring to 30 CFR Part 206 while it is in 
the rulemaking process. Three 
commenters stated that the method and 
timing of transportation reimbursements 
should be addressed in this rule.
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The use of the phrase “approved by 
MMS” in the proposed § 208.8(c) was 
inappropriate and it has been changed 
to “determined pursuant to 30 CFR Part 
206” in the final rule at § 208.8(b). The 
question of whether or not 100 percent 
of the costs should be reimbursed is 
outside of the context of this rule and 
should be addressed in the rulemaking 
process for 30 CFR Part 206. Likewise, 
discussions of the method and timing of 
transportation reimbursements are 
beyond the scope of this rulemaking. 
These procedures are addressed in 
proposed 30 CFR Part 206 and the “AFS 
Oil and Gas Payor Handbook.” The 
MMS does not consider it inappropriate 
to refer to 30 CFR Part 206 in this rule 
because references pertain to whatever 
version of that rule is in effect. In 
addition, nothing contained in this rule 
should prejudice the rulemaking process 
for 30 CFR Part 206.

One commenter stated that refunds of 
transportation costs for OCS RIK are 
outside the purview of sections 10(a) 
and 10(b) of the OCSLA. The same 
commenter stated that refunds stemming 
from adjustments for OCS RIK should 
not trigger OCSLA restraints.

The MMS is planning to propose 
regulations in the near future relating to 
a variety of section 10 issues, including 
those identified by the commenter.

Section 208.9 Agreements
Two commenters stated that 

purchasers should not have to pay 
bonuses other than quality differentials 
for oil exchanged for royalty oil in 
closed delivery systems. Another 
commenter suggested that it is unfair for 
MMS to pass the risk and responsibility 
for quality differentials to the lessee and 
that MMS should bill on the basis of 
quality delivered and then settle with 
the lessee on any difference. Another 
stated that MMS should require that 
quality differential agreements be in 
place prior to deliveries.

If a determination is made by the 
Secretary to take royalties in kind, with 
delivery of royalty oil to participating 
RIK refiners, affected lessees are 
required to provide the same quality of 
royalty oil to the purchasers that was 
produced from the leases. If a lessee is 
unable to provide the royalty portion of 
actual production from the lease, the 
lessee must provide crude oil to the 
purchaser which is equivalent in volume 
or value to the royalty oil to which the 
purchaser is entitled. This situation may 
arise, for example, on offshore royalties 
when the lease is the royalty 
measurement point but MMS has 
designated an onshore delivery point. In 
instances where a quality differential 
exists between the royalty oil to which a

purchaser is entitled (and for which it is 
billed) and the oil which actually is 
delivered, the difference must be 
resolved between the purchaser and the 
operator. Historically, lessees and RIK 
purchasers have been able to resolve 
any quality differential issues between 
themselves. The MMS policy is to not be 
involved in third-party agreements 
unless requested or in cases where they 
conflict with terms of royalty oil 
contracts or regulations governing the 
RIK Program. Section 208.9(a) provides 
for the submittal of agreements to MMS 
relating to the method and costs of 
delivery of royalty oil, or oil exchanged 
for it, to the refinery. This requirement 
pertains to quality differential 
agreements as well, and the paragraph 
has been changed accordingly.

Two commenters offered definitions 
of what constitutes "processing” of 
crude oil. One was a variation of the 
“Mandatory Oil Import” definition 
previously codified at 10 GFR 213.27.
The other recommended that MMS state 
in § 208.9(c) that oil must be processed 
“into refined petroleum products” and 
that MMS use the definition of that term 
which is at section 3(5) of the 
Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act. 
The MMS has adopted this latter 
suggestion and has made the revision in 
§ 208.9(c) and added a modified 
definition in 208.2.

Section 208.10 N otices
One commenter stated that the 

notification of termination in § 208.10(c) 
should be required in all cases. Two 
others requested 60-day and 45-day 
notices of termination, respectively.

The MMS policy is to give notices of 
termination as far in advance as 
possible, preferably at least 30 days. To 
require a 30-day notice in all cases 
would unduly restrict MMS’s flexibility 
in those rare instances where immediate 
termination is required for unforeseen 
reasons. Future contracts will contain 
provisions requiring the refiner to 
provide 45-day notices of termination in 
most cases. The MMS will notify 
operators as soon as possible upon such 
notice, thereby giving notice more than 
30 days prior to the effective termination 
date.

One commenter stated that the notice 
required at § 208.10(a) should be in 
writing and should specify delivery 
points. Another stated that there should 
be a prohibition in regard to changing 
delivery points.

It is MMS’s policy to give all notices 
concerning the election to take or 
terminate royalty oil in kind both by 
telephone and in writing. It is also 
MMS’s policy to specify delivery points 
for offshore oil in the letters notifying

operators of elections to take royalty oil 
in kind. The rule has been clarified to 
reflect this policy. The MMS does not 
generally change delivery points without 
the concurrence of the operator, but it 
must maintain the ability to do so in 
cases where the lease provisions allow 
MMS to designate a delivery point.

One commenter recommended that 
the word “lessee” in the first sentence of 
§ 208.10(d) be changed to “operator.”

The MMS concurs and has changed 
“lessee” to “operator” wherever it 
appeared in § 208.10.

Section 208.11 Surety Requirements
Three commenters stated that the 

surety costs are excessive and that the 
letter of credit term should be reduced. 
Three others stated that the 
requirements are a real improvement 
but hoped that the requirements could 
be reduced even further by streamlining 
the reporting and billing process.

The MMS has studied the surety 
requirements extensively and believes 
that the proposed requirements are as 
low as they can be and still provide the 
necessary protection. There was some 
confusion as to how long a letter of 
credit must be in effect following 
contract termination. The MMS has 
therefore added a sentence to § 208.11(b) 
allowing a clause in each letter of credit 
specifically limiting such time period to 
6 months. The requirements cannot be 
reduced further unless the reporting and 
billing period is reduced, which is not 
possible within the framework of AFS 
unless MMS increases the amount of the 
initial estimated payment. This would 
be counter-productive.

Section 208.13 Reporting requirements
One commenter requested a provision 

that would require purchasers to provide 
sureties to operators because the 
operators are responsible for 
overdeliveries. In related comments, 
four commenters stated that the 
liabilities, including interest, that may 
be incurred by the payors for 
underbillings as a result of reporting 
errors are unfair and punitive.
Generally, these commenters feel that 
the operator’s only obligation is to 
transfer royalty oil taken in kind to the 
purchaser and that the operator has no 
duty to be a guarantor of the value or 
receipt of such royalty oil.

The MMS cannot agree that 
purchasers should be made to provide 
sureties to cover the possibilities of 
overdeliveries. It also does not consider 
holding the payors responsible for their 
reporting errors to be unfair or punitive. 
The payors are responsible for correct 
reporting of royalties whether taken in
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kind or paid in value. It follows that they 
should also be responsible to ensure 
that deliveries of RIK oil are correct. It is 
interesting that most of these same 
commenters oppose the requirement in 
§ 208.13(a) for reporting royalty oil 
entitlements and deliveries on Form 
MMS-4071. This requirement was added 
to protect the operators and payors as 
well as the purchasers and MMS. The 
MMS’s experience in reconciliations of 
royalty oil contracts over the past 3 
years has shown that payor reporting on 
Form MMS-2014 often has not matched 
entitlements and/or deliveries. The 
requirement is an attempt to provide a 
means to catch these errors, as much as 
is possible without a full audit, before 
the payors become liable for the 
resultant losses of revenue. In summary, 
MMS believes that the provisions for 
reporting and for liability in cases of 
reporting or delivery errors are 
necessary to protect all parties 
whenever possible, and they will be 
retained in the final rule.

Three commenters stated that 
purchasers should be paid interest by 
MMS when overbilled. Another 
comment on interest was that working 
interest owners should be paid interest 
on “underpayments from eligible 
refiners for late payments on any excess 
oil delivered.”

The MMS currently does not have 
legal authority to pay interest on 
overbillings. However, this issue is 
being reviewed outside of the context of 
this rule. If there is a change in MMS’s 
interest payment authority, it will be 
implemented in the RIK Program to the 
extent it is applicable. Regarding the 
latter comment, it is the working interest 
owner’s responsibility to ensure that the 
correct volumes of royalty oil are made 
available to the purchaser, and any 
problems related to overdeliveries are 
matters to be handled between the 
owner and the purchaser.

Operators and other interested parties 
should note that § 208.8(c) of the final 
rule provides for deliveries to be made 
not later than the last day of the 
calendar month immediately following 
the month in which the oil was 
produced. This provision should provide 
time to review production and other 
records sufficiently to allow for the 
determination of proper deliveries in a 
timely manner.

One commenter stated that the 
provisions of §§ 208.12(b) and 208.13(b) 
appear to allow MMS to charge double 
interest.

These paragraphs address separate 
issues. Section 208.12(b)(i) of the final 
rule provides for interest payments by 
RIK purchasers for late payments of 
invoices. Subparagraph (ii) of this

paragraph provides for interest 
payments by RIK payors for 
underreported royalty oil. These latter 
charges may be assessed as a result of 
late or underreporting, or after an 
adjustment to a previously reported line 
is reported by the payor and billed or is 
billed by MMS as a result of 
reconciliation, audit, or other 
procedures. For example, if an operator 
underreports RIK delivered volumes to 
MMS, and as a result MMS does not bill 
the RIK purchaser for the underreported 
volume, then MMS will bill the RIK 
purchaser for the value of the 
underreported volumes, but will bill the 
operator for interest. The interest will be 
calculated on the net adjustment from 
the time the original amount would 
normally have been due to the time the 
adjusted amount was paid. Section 
208.13(b) interest assessments are 
related to the amounts which are 
unrecoverable from a purchaser or 
surety due to payor error and are, 
therefore, the responsibility of the payor. 
Interest will be assessed from the time 
payment originally would have been due 
from the purchaser to the time the debt 
is satisfied by the payor.

Section 208.14 C iv il Crim inal Penalties

One commenter stated in regard to 
§ 208.14 that civil penalties must be in 
respect to the source of the oil involved 
and to the proper statute. The MMS 
agrees.

Section 208.17 Suspensions for 
National Emergencies

One commenter stated that operators 
should receive 60-day notices in 
suspensions.

Any suspension under this section 
would be made in the event of a 
national emergency and would probably 
be made without any prior notice.

V. Procedural Matters

Executive Order 12291 and Regulatory 
F lexib ility A ct

The impact of the final rule is 
primarily limited to a small portion of 
the oil industry. In addition, the final 
rule primarily consolidates and clarifies 
existing regulations. Although some 
changes were adopted, they have a 
minor economic effect. Therefore, the 
Department of the Interior has 
determined that this document is not a 
major rule under Executive Order 12291 
and certifies that this document will not 
have a significant economic effect on a 
substantial number of small entities 
under the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 
U.S.C. 601 et seq.).

Paperwork Reduction A ct o f 1980
The information collection 

requirements contained in 30 CFR 208.3 
have been approved by the Office of 
Management and Budget under 44 U.S.C. 
3501 et seq. and have been assigned 
clearance number 1010-0042.

National Environmental Policy A ct o f 
1969

The Department of the Interior has 
determined that this final rule is 
categorically excluded from the 
requirements of the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 
U.S.C, 4332{2)(C)). The exclusion is 
found in the Department’s Manual at 516 
DM6, Appendix 2, Part 2.4B{1) (a), (b), 
and (k).
List of Subjects

30 CFR Part 208
Government contracts, Mineral 

royalties, Petroleum, Public lands- 
mineral resources, Small businesses.

30 CFR Part 209
Continental shelf, Government 

contracts, Mineral royalties, Petroleum 
allocation, Public lands—mineral 
resources, Small businesses.

Date: October 2,1987.
). S teven  G riies,
Assistant Secretary, Land and M inerals 
Management.

For the reasons set out in the 
preamble, Title 30, Subchapter A of the 
Code of Federal Regulations is amended 
as set forth below.
Subchapter A — R oyalty  M anagem ent 

30 CFR Part 208 is revised to read as 
follows:

PART 208—SALE OF FEDERAL 
ROYALTY OIL

Subpart A — G eneral Provisons 

Sec.
208.1 General.
208.2 Definitions.
208.3 Information collection.
208.4 Royalty oil sales to eligible refiners.
208.5 Notice of royalty oil sale.
208.6 General application procedures.
208.7 Determination of eligibility.
208.8 Transportation and delivery.
208.9 Agreements.
208.10 Notices.
208.11 Surety requirements.
208.12 Payment requirements.
208.13 Reporting requirements.
208.14 Civil and criminal penalties.
208.15 Audits.
208.16 Appeals.
208.17 Suspensions for national 

emergencies.
A uthority: 30 U.S.C. 181 et seq.; 30 U.S.C. 

351 et seq.; 30 U.S.C. 1701 et seq.; 43 U.S.C.
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1301 et seq.\ 43 U.S.C. 1331 et seq.;A3 U.S.C. 
1801 et seq:, and 31 U.S.C. 9701.
§ 208.1 General

The regulations in this part govern the 
sale of royalty oil by the United States 
to eligible refiners. The regulations 
apply to royalty oil from leases on 
Federal lands onshore and on the Outer 
Continental Shelf (OCS).

§ 208.2 Definitions.
“Allotment” means the quantity of 

royalty oil that DOI determines is 
available to each eligible refiner that 
has applied for a portion of the total 
volume of royalty oil offered in a given 
royalty oil sale.

“Application” means the formal 
written request to DOI on Form MMS- 
4070 by an eligible refiner interested in 
purchasing a quantity of royalty oil from 
the approximate volume announced by 
DOI in a given “Notice of Availability of 
Royalty Oil.”

“Area” or "Region” means the 
geographic territory having Federal oil 
and gas leases over which MMS has 
jurisdiction, unless the context in which 
those words are used indicates that a 
different meaning is intended.

"Delivery point” means the point 
where the lessor, in accordance with 
lease terms, directs the lessee to deliver 
royalty oil to a purchaser. Title to the 
royalty oil, or to the quantity thereof in a 
commingled stream, passes from the 
Federal Government to the purchaser at 
this designated point, which is specified 
in the royalty oil contract. For onshore 
leases, the delivery point will be on or 
adjacent to the lease, except as 
provided in § 208.8(a) of this part. In 
instances where an onshore delivery 
point is designated for offshore royalty 
oil, such point generally will be the first 
onshore point where the price of the oil, 
including transportation costs, can be 
determined and where the purchaser 
can either exchange or take delivery of 
the oil. The Government does not 
guarantee physical access to the oil at 
such point.

"Director” means the Director of 
MMS, who is responsible for its overall 
direction, or his or her delegate(s).
_ "DOI” means the Department of the 

Interior, including the Secretary or his or 
her delegate(s).

“Eligible refiner” means a refiner of 
crude oil that meets the following 
criteria for eligibility to purchase royalty 
oil:

(1) For the purchase of royalty oil from 
onshore leases, it means a refiner that 
qualifies as a small and independent 
refiner as those terms are defined in 
sections 3(3) arid 3(4) of the Emergency 
Petroleum Allocation Act, 15 U.S.C. 751

et seq., except that the time period for 
determination contained in section 
3(3)(A) would be the calendar quarter 
immediately preceding the date of the 
applicable "Notice of Availability of 
Royalty Oil.” A refiner that, together 
with all persons controlled by, in control 
of, under common control with, or 
otherwise affiliated with the refiner, 
inputs a volume of domestic crude oil 
from its own production exceeding 30 
percent of its total refinery input of 
crude oil is eligible to participate in 
royalty oil sales under this Part. Crude 
oil received in exchange for such 
refiner’s own production is considered 
to be that refiner’s own production for 
purposes of this section.

(2) For the purchase of royalty oil from 
leases on the OCS, it means a refiner 
that qualifies as a small business 
enterprise under the rules of the Small 
Business Administration (13 CFR 121.3- 
9(a)(1)).

"Entitlement” means the volume of 
royalty oil from the Federal 
Government’s share of production from 
a Federal lease which a purchaser is 
entitled to receive under a royalty oil 
contract.

"Exchange agreement” means a 
written agreement between the 
purchaser and another person for the 
exchange of royalty oil purchased under 
this Part for other oil on a volume or 
equivalent value basis.

“Fair market value” means the value 
of oil—(1) Computed at a unit price 
equivalent to the average unit price at 
which oil was sold pursuant to a lease 
during the period for which any royalty 
or net profit share is accrued or reserved 
to the United States pursuant to such 
lease, or

(2) If there were no such sales, or if 
the Secretary finds that there were an 
insufficient number of such sales to 
equitably determine such value, 
computed at the average unit price at 
which oil was sold pursuant to other 
leases in the same region of the OCS 
during such period, or

(3) If there were no sales of oil from 
such region during such period, or if the 
Secretary finds that there are an 
insufficient number of such sales to 
equitably determine such value, at an 
appropriate price determined by the 
Secretary.

"Federal lease” means a contractual 
agreement with the Federal Government 
which authorizes the exploration, 
development, and production of oil and 
gas on Federal lands onshore or oil the 
OCS.

"Interim sale” means a sale conducted 
as a result of substantial additional 
royalty oil becoming available in a 
specific area prior to the scheduled

expiration date of royalty oil contracts 
in effect for that area.

“Lessee” means any person to whom 
the United States issues a lease, or any 
person who has been assigned an 
obligation to make royalty or other 
payments required by the lease.

“MMS” means the Minerals 
Management Service of the Department 
of the Interior.

"Notice of Availability of Royalty Oil” 
means a notice published by DOI in the 
Federal Register (and in other printed 
media when appropriate, such as a 
newspaper or magazine of general or 
specialized circulation) to advise 
interested parties of the availability of 
royalty oil for purchase by eligible 
refiners and the approximate volume of 
royalty oil available to the applicants.

"OCS” means the Outer Continental 
Shelf, as defined in 43 U.S.C. 1331(a).

“OCSLA” means the Outer 
Continental Shelf Lands Act (43 U.S.C. 
1331 et seq., as amended by 43 U.S.C. 
1801 et seq.).

"Oil” means a mixture of 
hydrocarbons that existed in the liquid 
phase in natural underground reservoirs 
and remains liquid at atmospheric 
pressure after passing through surface 
separating facilities and is marketed or 
used as such. Condensate recovered in 
lease separators or field facilities is 
considered to be oil.

“Operator” means any person, 
including a lessee, who has control of or 
who manages operations on an oil and 
gas lease site on Federal onshore lands 
or on the OCS.

“Payor” means any person 
responsible for reporting royalties from 
a Federal lease or leases on Form MMS- 
2014.

"Person” means any individual, firm, 
corporation, association, partnership, 
consortium, or joint venture,

"Preference eligible refiner” means an 
eligible refiner with at least one 
operating refinery which is located 
within the area designated as the 
preference eligible area in the "Notice of 
Availability of Royalty Oil.” A refiner 
may be deemed to be a preference 
eligible refiner if it owns a refinery 
located in the preference eligible area 
which is not operational if the refiner 
meets the requirements of § 208.7(g) of 
this part.

"Purchaser” means anyone who 
acquires royalty oil sold by DOI under 
the Federal Government’s Royalty-in- 
Kind (RIK) Program and who has a 
contractual obligation under an 
agreement to purchase royalty oil.

"Reallocation” means an offering of 
royalty oil previously allocated in a 
specific sale but subsequently turned
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back to MMS. A reallocation would only 
be made if substantial amounts of 
royalty oil are turned back.

‘‘Refined petroleum product” means 
gasoline, kerosene, distillates (including 
Number 2 fuel oil), refined lubricating 
oils, or diesel fuel.

‘‘Royalty oil” means that amount of oil 
that DOl takes in kind in partial or full 
satisfaction of a lessee's royalty or net 
profit share obligations as determined 
by whatever lease interest the lessee 
holds under an applicable mineral 
leasing law.

“Secretary" means the Secretary of 
the Department of the Interior or his/her 
delegate(s).

“Section 6 lease" means an oil and 
gas lease originally issued by any State 
and currently maintained in effect 
pursuant to section 6 of the OCSLA.

“Section 8 lease” means an oil and 
gas lease originally issued by the United 
States pursuant to. section 8 of the 
OCSLA.

§ 208.3 Information collection.
The information collection 

requirements contained in this Part have 
been approved by the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) under 
44 U.S.C. 3504(h). The forms and 
approved OMB clearance numbers are 
as follows:

Form  N o. N a m e  a n d  filing date O M 6  N o .

M M S -4 0 7 0 .. . A pplication for the  P u rch a s e  of 
R oyalty  O il (d u e  prior to  the 
date of sa le  in a cco rd an ce  
w ith  the instructions in the 
“ N o tice  o f Availability of 
R o yalty  O il” )..

1 0 1 0 -0 0 4 2

M M S -4071 S em iannual R e p o rt o f R o y alty - 
in -K in d  ON Entitlem ents a nd  
D eliveries (d u e  fro m  the 
lease  o perator 7 m o n th s  
after the first m o n th  of sale  
a nd  sem iannually thereafter)..

1 0 1 0 -0 0 4 2

The information is being collected by 
MMS to meet congressionally mandated 
accounting and auditing responsibilities 
relating to Federal mineral royalty 
management. The information will be 
used to determine a refiner’s eligibility 
to purchase royalty oil and to timely and 
accurately account for such purchases. 
Form MMS-4070 is required to obtain a 
benefit and Form MMS-4071 is 
mandatory.

§208.4 Royalty oil sales to eligible 
refiners.

(a) Determination to take royalty o il 
in kind. The Secretary may evaluate 
crude oil market conditions from time to 
time. The evaluation will include, among 
other things, the availability of crude oil 
and the crude oil requirements of the 
Federal Government, primarily those 
requirements concerning matters of

national interest and defense. The 
Secretary will review these items and 
will determine whether eligible refiners 
have access to adequate supplies of 
crude oil and whether such oil is 
available to eligible refiners at equitable 
prices. Such determinations may be 
made on a regional basis. The 
determination by the Secretary shall be 
published in the Federal Register 
concurrent with or included in the 
“Notice of Availability of Royalty Oil” 
required by 30 CFR 208.5.

(b) Sale to eligible refiners. (1) Upon a 
determination by the Secretary under 
paragraph (a) of this section that eligible 
refiners do not have access to adequate 
supplies of crude oil at equitable prices, 
the Secretary, at his or her discretion, 
may elect to take in kind some or all of 
the royalty oil accruing to the United 
States from oil and gas leases on 
Federal lands onshore and on the OCS. 
The Secretary may authorize MMS to 
.offer royalty oil for sale to eligible 
refiners only for use in their refineries 
and not for resale (other than under an 
exchange agreement).

(2) All safes of royalty oil from 
onshore leases will be priced at the 
royalty value that would have been 
determined for that oil pursuant to 30 
CFR Part 206 had the royalties been paid 
in value rather than taken in kind. All 
sales of royalty oil from OCS leases will 
be priced at the fair market value of the 
oil including associated transportation 
costs to the designated delivery point, if 
applicable.

(3) An eligible refiner must have a 
representative at a sale in order to 
participate. The Secretary may, at his or 
her discretion, establish purchase 
limitations and withhold any royalty oil 
from any offering.

(4) The MMS will recover the 
administrative costs of the RIK Program 
through the collection of administrative 
fees. The fees will consist of an initial 
nonrefundable contract fee for each 
executed contract and a monthly 
variable charge applied to each lease 
under contract. The amount of the initial 
contract fee shall be determined prior to 
a sale and published in the “Notice of 
Availability of Royalty Oil.” The initial 
contract fee will be payable in equal 
installments due at the end of the first 
and second months of the contract. 
These contract fees will be applied 
against the RIK Program's 
administrative costs, and the remainder 
of the administrative costs will be 
recovered through the monthly variable 
charges per lease, which will be billed 
and payable concurrently with the 
monthly actual billings for royalty oil. 
The rate per lease will be determined by 
dividing the remaining recoverable

administrative costs by the total number 
of leases under contract. The rate may 
change depending upon whether total 
administrative costs change and/or 
whether the number of leases taken in 
kind changes from one month to 
another. In instances where production 
from a lease is sold on a percentage 
basis to two or more purchasers, each 
percentage portion of the lease will be 
considered a separate lease for purposes 
of administrative fee determination.

(c) Upon a determination by the 
Secretary under paragraph (a) of this 
section that eligible refiners do have 
access to adequate supplies of crude oil 
at equitable prices, MMS will not take 
royalties in kind from oil and gas leases 
for exclusive sale to such refiners. Such 
determinations may be made on a 
regional basis.

(d) Interim sales. The MMS generally 
will not conduct interim sales. However, 
interim sales may be held at the 
discretion of the Secretary if substantial 
addition joyalty oil becomes available. 
The potentially eligible refiners, 
individually or collectively, must submit 
documentation demonstrating that 
adequate supplies of crude oil at 
equitable prices are not available for 
purchase. Although sufficient 
documentation must be submitted, it is 
not mandatory for each potentially 
eligible refiner to participate in a 
submission of such documentation to be 
determined eligible. The documentation 
must be submitted to MMS for a 
determination as to whether an interim 
sale is needed.

§ 208.5 Notice of royalty oil sale.

If the Secretary decides to take 
royalty oil in kind for sale to eligible 
refiners, MMS will issue a “Notice of 
Availability of Royalty Oil” specifying 
the manner in which the sale is to be 
effected, the approximate quantity of 
royalty oil to be offered, information 
required in applications, the closing date 
for the receipt of applications for royalty 
oil, and other general administrative 
details concerning the application, 
allocation, and contract award process 
for the royalty oil. The Notice will 
describe generally the terms under 
which the royalty oil contracts will be 
awarded and will specify which 
applicants will be deemed preference 
eligible refiners in the sale proceedings. 
The Notice will also contain guidelines 
for reallocation procedures in the event 
substantial quantities of royalty oil sold 
in that specific sale are subsequently 
turned back to MMS. Only those 
purchasers that hold ongoing contracts 
from that specific sale will be allowed to 
participate in any reallocation, which
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would be voluntary, and then only if 
they continue to meet eligibility 
requirements as set forth in 30 CFR 208.2 
and 208.7. If a reallocation is held prior 
to the effective date of the contracts as 
specified in the “Notice of Availability 
of Royalty Oil”, all eligible refiners that 
selected a lease or leases in that specific 
sale would be allowed to participate, 
pursuant to the procedures in the Notice.

§ 206.6 General application procedures.
(a) To apply for the purchase of 

royalty oil, an applicant must file a Form 
MMS-4070 with MMS in accordance 
with the instructions in the “Notice of 
Availability of Royalty Oil” and in 
accordance with any instructions issued 
by MMS for the completion of Form 
MMS-4070. The applicant will be 
required to submit a letter of intent from 
a qualified financial institution stating 
that it would be granted surety coverage 
for the royalty oil for which it is 
applying. The letter of intent must be 
submitted with Form MMS-4070.

(b) In addition to any other 
application requirements specified in the 
Notice, the following information is 
required on Form MMS-4070 at the time 
of application:

(1) Name and address of the 
applicant, the location of the applicant’s 
refinery or refineries, and disclosure of 
the applicant’s affiliation with any other 
persons.

(2) The capacity of the applicant’s 
refineries in barrels of crude oil 
throughput per calendar day and a 
tabulation for the past 12 months of oil 
processed for each refinery, identified as 
to source (from own production or from 
other sources).

(3) Identification of any Government 
royalty oil contracts under which the 
applicant is currently receiving royalty 
oil.

(4) Identification of the locations 
(area/region and State) where the 
applicant proposes to purchase royalty 
oil, the volume of oil requested, and the 
specific refineries in which the oil will 
be refined.

(5) A certification from the applicant 
that it is an eligible refiner for the 
purchase of Government royalty oil, as 
defined in § 208.2 of this Part.

§ 208.7 Determination of eligibility.
(a) The MMS will examine each 

application and may request additional 
information if the information in the 
application is inadequate. An 
application received after the close of 
the application period will be rejected. If 
additional information is requested by 
MMS, it must be received by the time 
specified or the application will be 
rejected.

(b) After the close of the application 
period and the receipt of any additional 
requested information, MMS will 
determine which applicants may 
participate in the royalty oil sale and the 
quantity of royalty oil which each 
applicant is authorized to purchase.

(c) When applications are filed by two 
or more eligible refiners for the same 
royalty oil, the oil will be allocated 
among such applicants on an equitable 
basis as determined by MMS.
Preference eligible refiners will be given 
priority in the allocation procedures in 
sales and subsequent reallocations of 
royalty oil.

(d) No eligible refiner shall be 
awarded contracts for volumes of 
royalty oil that, when added to volumes 
of other Federal royalty oil being 
received, are in excess of 60 percent of 
the combined refinery capacity of that 
refiner.

(e) The MMS may exclude any section 
6 lease from a royalty oil sale.

(f) If two or more eligible refiners are 
related through common ownership or 
control or otherwise affiliated, only one 
of them shall be entitled to an allotment 
of royalty oil from a specific sale.

(g) Any applicant whose refinery is 
not in operation during the 60-day 
period prior to the date of the royalty oil 
sale shall not be entitled to participate 
in the sale unless such applicant self- 
certifies and demonstrates to the 
satisfaction of MMS that it will begin 
operations by the first month in which 
oil becomes available under a royalty 
oil contract. If operations do not begin 
by that month, MMS will terminate the 
contract.

(h) Applicants or purchasers that have 
delinquent balances with MMS as of the 
date of a royalty oil sale or subsequent 
reallocation will not be allowed to 
participate in that sale or reallocation. If 
a person which is controlled by, in 
control of, under common control with, 
or otherwise affiliated with an applicant 
or purchaser has such delinquent 
balances, the applicant or purchaser will 
not be allowed to participate in a 
royalty oil sale or reallocation. To the 
extent a purchaser or affiliated person 
has appealed a billing and posted a 
surety in accordance with the contract 
terms and applicable MMS regulations 
or other law, the balance shall not be 
considered delinquent.

(i) A purchaser must meet the 
eligibility criteria on the date of contract 
issuance. However, a change in a 
purchaser’s eligibility status during the 
term of the contract will not affect the 
purchaser’s right to continue that 
contract until its term expires, including 
any extensions thereof.

§ 208.8 Transportation and delivery.
(a) The lessee shall deliver royalty oil 

from onshore leases to the purchaser at 
a point on or adjacent to the lease 
pursuant to the terms of the lease. If the 
purchaser does not have access to its 
onshore royalty oil entitlement at 
facilities on or adjacent to the lease, the 
operator of the lease must designate an 
alternate delivery point at no additional 
cost to the purchaser or the 
Government. The purchaser must have 
physical access to the oil at the 
alternate delivery point and such point 
must be approved by MMS.

(b) The lessee shall deliver royalty oil 
from section 8 offshore leases issued 
after September 1969 at a delivery point 
to be designated by MMS. The lessee 
shall deliver royalty oil from section 8 
offshore leases issued before October 
1969 or from section 6 leases at a 
delivery point to be designated by the 
lessee. If the delivery point is on or 
immediately adjacent to the lease, the 
royalty oil will be delivered without cost 
to the Federal Government as an 
undivided portion of production in 
marketable condition at pipeline 
connections or other facilities provided 
by the lessee, unless other arrangements 
are approved by MMS. If the delivery 
point is not on or immediately adjacent 
to the lease, MMS will reimburse the 
lessee for the reasonable cost of 
transportation to such point in an 
amount not to exceed the transportation 
allowance determined pursuant to 30 
GFR Part 206. The MMS will include 
such transportation costs in the price 
charged for the oil taken in kind to 
reflect the value of the oil at the delivery 
point. Arrangements for delivery of the 
royalty oil from, or exchange of the oil 
at, the delivery point, and related 
transportation costs, are the 
responsibility of the purchaser of the 
royalty oil. In addition, quality 
differentials between the royalty oil to 
which a purchaser is entitled and the oil 
which is made available at the delivery 
point are matters to be resolved 
between the purchaser and the operator.

(c) When the purchaser has physical 
access to the royalty oil at the delivery 
point, the lessee shall deliver such oil in 
marketable condition at pipeline 
connections or other facilities 
designated by MMS. If the lessee is 
unable to provide the royalty portion of 
actual production from the lease, the 
lessee must provide crude oil to the 
purchaser which is equivalent in volume 
or value to the royalty oil to which the 
purchaser is entitled. The lessee will 
deliver the royalty oil to the purchaser 
during normal operating hours and in 
reasonable quantities and intervals. The
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lessee will make available and the 
purchaser will accept delivery of the 
royalty oil entitlement no later than the 
last day of the calendar month 
immediately following the calendar 
month in which the oil was produced 
Failure to accept deliveries shall 
constitute grounds for the termination of 
the contract.

(d) Upon termination of deliveries 
under a royalty oil contract, the 
transportation allowance and delivery 
point designation authorized by this 
section no longer will remain in effect.

§ 208.9 Agreements.
(a) A purchaser must submit to MMS 

two copies of any written third-party 
agreements, or two copies of a full 
written explanation of any oral third- 
party agreements, relating to the method 
and costs of delivery of royalty oil, or 
crude oil exchanged for the royalty oil, 
from the point of delivery under the 
contract to the purchaser’s refinery. In 
addition, the purchaser must submit 
copies of agreements pertaining to 
quality differentials which may occur 
between leases and delivery points.

(b) A purchaser may not sell royalty 
oil which it purchases pursuant to this 
Part except for purposes of an exchange 
for other crude oil on a volume or 
equivalent value basis.

(c) Royalty oil purchased under this 
part, or crude oil received in exchange 
for such royalty oil, must be processed 
into refined petroleum products in the 
purchaser's refinery.

§ 208.10 Notices.
(a) The MMS shall notify each 

operator, by certified mail, of the 
Secretary’s decision to take royalty oil 
in kind. This notice shall be mailed at 
least 45 days in advance of the effective 
date of delivery and will specify 
delivery points for offshore oil for OCS 
leases issued after September 1969.

(b) Deliveries of royalty oil may be 
partially terminated only with the 
written approval of the Director, MMS.

(c) Before terminating the delivery of 
royalty oil taken in kind, MMS, if 
possible, will notify each operator by 
certified mail of the change in 
requirements at least 30 days in advance 
of the effective date.

(d) After MMS notification that 
royalty oil will be taken in kind, the 
operator shall be responsible for 
notifying each working interest on the 
Federal lease. As soon as practicable 
after the date of each royalty oil sale, 
MMS will publish in the Federal 
Register a notice of the leases from 
which royalty oil will be taken, the 
purchasers of the royalty oil, and the 
leases from which royalty oil deliveries

will be discontinued on terminated 
contracts.

(e) A purchaser cannot transfer, 
assign, or sell its rights or interest in a 
royalty oil contract without written 
approval of the Director, MMS. If the 
purchaser changes ownership or its 
assets are sold or liquidated for any 
reason, it cannot transfer, assign, or sell 
its rights or interest in the royalty oil 
contract without written approval of the 
Director, MMS. Without express written 
consent from MMS for a change in 
ownership, the royalty oil contract shall 
be terminated. The successor company 
must meet the definition of an eligible 
refiner in § 208.2 of this part for MMS to 
consider assignment of the royalty oil 
contract.

§ 208.11 Surety requirements.
(a) The eligible purchaser, prior to 

execution of the contract, shall furnish 
MMS a surety, acceptable to MMS, in an 
amount equal to the estimated value of 
royalty oil which could be taken by the 
purchaser in a 99-day period, plus 
related administrative charges. The 
MMS may increase the amount of the 
surety when necessary to protect the 
Government's interest or may decrease 
the amount of the surety where 
necessary or appropriate to further the 
purposes of the RIK Program.

(b) If a letter of credit is furnished as 
surety, it must be effective for a 9-month 
period beginning the first day the 
royalty oil contract is effective, with a 
clause providing for automatic renewal 
monthly for a new 9-month period. The 
purchaser or its surety company may 
elect not to renew the letter of credit at 
any monthly anniversary date, but must 
notify MMS of its intent not to renew at 
least 30 days prior to the anniversary 
date. The MMS may grant the purchaser 
45 days to obtain a new surety. If no 
replacement surety is provided, MMS 
will terminate the contract effective at 
least 6 months prior to the expiration 
date of the letter of credit. 
Notwithstanding the above provisions, 
the letter of credit also may contain a 
clause providing for automatic 
termination 6 months after the royalty 
oil contract terminates.

(c) All sureties must be in a form 
acceptable to MMS and must include 
such other specific requirements as 
MMS may require to adequately protect 
the Government’s interests.

(d) Sureties under this section must be 
either surety bonds or irrevocable letters 
of credit from financial institutions 
acceptable to MMS.

§ 208.12 Payment requirements.
(a) All payments to MMS by a 

purchaser of royalty oil will be due on

the date and at the location specified in 
the contract, or, if there is no contractual 
provision, as specified by MMS. The 
purchaser shall tender all payments to 
MMS in accordance with 30 CFR 218.51. 
Payments made by a payor pursuant to 
the requirements of paragraph (b) of this 
section and § 208.13(b) also shall be 
tendered in accordance with 30 CFR 
218.51.

(b) (1) Payments from a purchaser of 
royalty oil not received by MMS when 
due, or that portion of the payment less 
than the full amount due, will be subject 
to a late payment charge equivalent to 
an interest assessment on the amount 
past due for the number of days that the 
payment is late at the underpayment 
rate applicable under section 6621 of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

(2) The MMS may assess interest to a 
payor for any underpayments which are 
the result of the payor’s late or 
underreporting, or for adjustments 
reported by the payor, or made as a 
result of audit, reconciliation, or other 
procedures. The interest for late 
payment and underpayment will be 
assessed pursuant to 30 CFR 218.54.

(c) If payment for royalty oil is not 
received by the due date specified in the 
contract, a notice of nonreceipt will be 
sent to the purchaser by certified mail. If 
payment is not received by MMS within 
15 days from the date of such notice, 
MMS may cancel the contract and 
collect under the surety.

(d) If the purchaser disagrees with the 
amount of payment due, it must pay the 
amount due as computed by MMS, 
unless the purchaser appeals the amount 
and posts acceptable surety pursuant to 
the provisions of 30 CFR Part 243. The 
MMS may, at its discretion, waive the 
appeal surety requirements if it 
determines that the contract surety is 
sufficient protection for an amount 
under appeal.

§ 208.13 Reporting requirements.

(a) In addition to any other applicable 
royalty reporting requirements, the 
lessee/operator shall provide to MMS a 
semiannual report, by lease, of the 
monthly entitlements and actual 
deliveries of royalty oil to purchasers on 
Form MMS-4071, “Semiannual Report of 
RIK Oil Entitlements and Deliveries.”

(b) If MMS underbills a purchaser 
under a royalty oil contract because of a 
payor’s underreporting or failure to 
report on Forms MMS-2014 pursuant to 
30 CFR 210.52, the payor will be liable 
for payment of such underbilled 
amounts, plus interest, if they are 
unrecoverable from the purchaser or the 
surety related to the contract.
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§ 208.14 Civil and criminal penalties.

Failure to abide by the regulations in 
this part may result in civil and criminal 
penalties being levied on that person as 
specified in sections 109 and 110 of the 
Federal Oil and Gas Royalty 
Management Act of 1982, 30 U.S.C. 
1719-20, and regulations at 30 CFR Part 
241. Civil penalties applicable under the 
OCSLA and the Mineral Leasing Act of 
1920 may also be imposed.

§208.15 Audits.

lessees, operators, payors, and/or 
purchasers of royalty oil taken in kind 
may be made annually or at such other 
times as may be directed by MMS. Such 
audits will be for the purpose of 
determining compliance with applicable 
statutes, regulations, and royalty oil 
contracts.

§208.16 Appeals.

Except as provided in § 208.12(d) of 
this part, orders or decisions issued 
under the regulations in this part may be 
appealed as provided in 30 CFR Parts 
243 and 290.

§ 208.17 Suspensions for national 
emergencies.

The Secretary of the Department of 
the Interior, upon a recommendation by 
the Secretary of Defense or the 
Secretary of Energy and with the 
approval of the President, may suspend 
operations under these regulations and 
suspend royalty oil contracts during a 
national emergency declared by the 
Congress or the President
PART 20$— [REMOVED]

30 CFR Part 209 is removed.
[FR Doc. 87-25103 Filed 10-29-87; 8:45 am] 
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